Grass Roots Opera Company Present "Die Fledermaus"
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The Cuban Revolution

By GEORGE A. WATERS

Cuba was the last of the Latin-American countries to be liberated from Spanish control. The island was divided into three parts: the highlands, the lowlands, and the coastal strip. The highlands were inhabited by the Indians, the lowlands by the Negroes, and the coastal strip by both. In 1898, the U.S. declared war on Spain, and Cuba was occupied. The U.S. victory led to the signing of the Treaty of Paris in 1899, which established Cuba as an independent republic.

In 1901, the U.S. occupied the island again, this time to prevent a revolution. The U.S. moved in to protect the Cuban government, and the island was occupied until 1902. During this time, the U.S. installed a puppet government in Havana, and the island was governed by the U.S. military.

In 1906, the U.S. withdrew its forces from Cuba, but left behind a small garrison to protect the island. The island was then ruled by a military junta, and the U.S. continued to have a virtual monopoly over the island's economy.

In 1913, the U.S. recognized the republic of Cuba, but continued to have a military presence on the island. The U.S. maintained a naval base at Guantanamo Bay, and the island was used as a staging area for U.S. military operations in the Caribbean.

In 1929, the U.S. signed a treaty with Cuba that gave the U.S. the right to use the Guantanamo Bay naval base for 99 years. This treaty was later renewed, and the base is still in use today.

In 1950, Cuba was ruled by a military junta, and the island was under U.S. control. In 1953, a group of Cuban revolutionaries, led by Fidel Castro, launched a rebellion against the government. The rebellion was suppressed, and Castro was arrested.

In 1956, Castro escaped to Mexico and formed a new revolutionary group, the 26th of July Movement. In 1958, he returned to Cuba and led a successful rebellion against the government. Castro established a socialist government, and Cuba became a model for revolutionary movements around the world.

The Cuban Revolution had a profound impact on the rest of the world. It inspired other revolutionary movements, and Cuba became a leader in the struggle for social justice and national independence.

The Right and Need To Know

By WILLIAM E. STEWART

The 86th Congress was established by the Student Council of 1945-1947 to provide a program for students to help them meet the basic needs of society and to prepare them for the future. The Council's major contributions were: a program for students, an annual report to Congress, and an annual report to the state. The Council has been very successful, and its contributions are recognized by many people.

Any regular term student duly enrolled and resident in the state of New York is eligible to receive a copy of this Fund. The annual report of the Council is published in February, and the annual report is published in May. The Council's contributions are recognized by many people.
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USDA Publication Suggests Need For Balanced Agriculture In Sudan

With the Sudan's outlook not urgent for marketing surplus cotton, its main export crop, a U. S. Department of Agriculture publication suggests that the country's economy might best be served by greater efforts toward the development of a more balanced agricultural system.

The publication, "The Agriculture Economy of the Sudan," was written by Elsie J. Warren, a graduate of A. & M. Colleges, who is now employed in the African and Middle East Branch of USDA's Foreign Agricultural Service in Washington.

Mr. Warren points out that the Sudan's economy is heavily dependent upon long staple cotton and cattelons which in recent years account for 70 percent of the country's export revenue. However, difficulties in marketing its 1956-57 cotton crop are due to the fact that this year's crop had to be largely reduced in order to prevent bollworms.

Nevertheless, development plans underway, calling for dam, pond, and canal construction for irrigation in more areas, have as their main objective the increased production of cotton and food crops.

Mr. Warren says the Sudan is expected to experience no difficulties in disposing of its surplus food crops in the foreseeable future, but may run into trouble with its cotton.

The president of the Sudanese cotton exchange states that cotton plans should be made on a more balanced agricultural economy.

In addition to cotton, the principal agricultural undertakings of the Sudan are livestock, sesame, peanuts, durum or mogul, cotton seed, wheat and palm oil.

The latter is a semiwild forest product which is harvested primarily for export. Many countries including the United States, use it in the manufacturing of confectons, plant, ink, medicines, and tobacco products.

About 60 percent of the Sudan's 100,000 people are engaged in farming. However, less than three percent of the country's cultivable land area is under cultivation.

The coffee crop of 87,520 acres supplies about five percent of the United States.

A series of five-year development plans, begun in 1948, are bringing more land under the hoe and plow, improving soil and water conservation, experimenting with mechanization, extending services, improving veterinary and transport services, establishing agricultural research centers, expanding extension services, and constructing cotton gins and oil mills.

Mr. Warren says Sudanese farmers have taken an interest in the development of cooperative agricultural societies. In 1944 there were 300 cooperatives in the country. More than half of these were established to assist farmers in the production and marketing of their crops.

Mr. Warren's publication, "The Agriculture Economy of the Sudan," was published by the Foreign Agriculture Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Harvard Law Scholarships Available

Harvard Law School National Association of Women Law Students is offering awards again this year, according to its annual announcement.

These National Scholarships are intended to help make it possible for people whose homes are far from New England to study at Harvard. Awards for 1959-1960 will be made during May, 1959. All applications for admission and scholarships must be completed and filed prior to May 1, 1959.

The awards are given to recognition of manual application, qualifications, character, and apparent promise. In the event of demonstrating financial need, a stipend of a maximum of $1,000 for the first academic year may be allowed.

Only students who can satisfy the admission requirements of the School and who seek registration in the entering class shall be eligible to apply. A substantial number of other entrance scholarships are available for award to suitable qualified candidates who apply for them and do not receive National Scholarships.

Further information and applications for the Field of Education should be made to the Director of Admissions, Harvard Law School, Cambridge, Mass.

Summer Employment Guide Now Ready

Want a free trip to a foreign place with a strange—sounding name? Or do you want to be a stay-at-home oilman this summer?

No matter what your inclination, every teacher, college student and professor will have a choice from over 12,000 summer earning opportunities this season, and expanded 1959 WORLD WIDE SUMMER PLACEMENT DIRECTORY.

The DIRECTORY lists specific jobs in 39 foreign countries and all 49 U. S. States. They range from steamships to dude ranches, from work-travel trips overseas to summer theaters, from study projects to research, from camps to national and state parks.

Each listing includes a description of the job, the necessary qualifications, and the date, length and address of the employer. Information is also given on how to apply for positions with a sample resume to assist applicants. The best summer jobs are filled early, in June, so job seekers should apply as soon as possible.

In response to requests from students, the DIRECTORY has added a section especially for them. It lists training programs, an asset to future careers. In hundreds of fields and the U. S. Government, the DIRECTORY lists specific jobs in 38 foreign countries and all 50 U. S. States.

The DIRECTORY lists specific jobs in 38 foreign countries and all 50 U. S. States. They range from steamships to dude ranches, from work-travel trips overseas to summer theaters, from study projects to research, from camps to national and state parks.

Each listing includes a description of the job, the necessary qualifications, and the date, length and address of the employer. Information is also given on how to apply for positions with a sample resume to assist applicants. The best summer jobs are filled early, in June, so job seekers should apply as soon as possible.
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In order to enter freshmen. The most recent battery consisted of an intelligence test, a test of college ability and reading test, and a measure of personality. This battery was administered to an average of 50 freshmen. A capsule report of some of the results is presented here.

Reading is crucial. The ability to read at an acceptable level appears to be a major factor in the progress of those who enter college. On the basis of the reading test results, the following can be expected:

9.1 per cent of freshmen will read at the 11th grade level
8.7 per cent of freshmen will read at the 10th grade level
17.5 per cent of freshmen will read at the 9th grade level
9.1 per cent of freshmen will read at the 8th grade level
5.7 per cent of freshmen will read below the 6th grade level
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A Fight Worth Making

The chairman of the Physics Department, Dr. Donald A. Edwards, was interviewed to determine if A&T and these problems and what he was doing to eliminate them. Dr. Edwards pointed out that efforts are being made to raise salaries and reduce the teaching load of staff members and to encourage research. The number of periods per week has increased to 5 and there has been a considerable revision of the courses compared last year's and this year's syllabus. New and more advanced textbooks are being used, and efforts are underway to secure more advanced equipment.

Dr. Borst commented favorably on the available space and thought A&T compared well with colleges of comparable size. On the negative, he cited a lack of mathematical background, on the part of many students and suggested an extra hour of math for non-science majors taking physics. He pointed out a need for more equipment, efforts to obtain grants for research, a greater use of calculus in general physics courses, and suggested a full year of atomic physics for physics majors in their junior year.

The Physics Department has announced that A&T is again participating in the program this year. The speaker and details are covered in a separate article in this issue of THE REGISTER.
Cadet Major Ernest L. Sanders, Jr. and Cadet Captain Joseph D. Taylor began flight training instructions January 17.

This Flying Training Program for A&T senior Air Science cadets is being conducted jointly by the Department of Air Science here and Piedmont Aviation, Incorporated, in Winston-Salem. It is designed to qualify graduates as private pilots, toward a career in the Air Force.

Courses in navigation and meteorology are taught here by Lt. David McElveen, an A&T Alumnus and supervisor of the flight training program.

Cadets Sanders and Taylor will complete their training May 15 after 36% contact hours of flying and 30 hours of ground training at an estimated cost of $854. Upon the successful completion of their training each, experts to become a licensed pilot. By the time these cadets complete pilot training, the Government will have spent $100,000 toward a career in the Air Force.

The real significance of the present training probably lies in the fact that only 1.5 per cent who complete such a program wash out of flying because of deficiencies. Of those who do not undergo such training, 36% per cent wash out.

With the tremendous amount of money, as well as the risks, involved, only those cadets who are tops physically and mentally are eligible to participate in such a program. Both Sanders and Taylor successfully met these requirements.

Sanders, a native of Raleigh and electrical engineering major, last year became the third in the history of this College to receive the Burroughs scholarship. He qualified by having been "an outstanding student in all of his subjects."

Taylor is also an electrical engineering major and a native of Durham.

Lt. McElveen, one of the first two distinguished ROTC graduates, has served as coordinator of the present program. Working closely with Major Fred Allen — PAS, President W. T. Goble, and others, Lt. McElveen has spent numerous hours and a great deal of effort to make this program a reality.

The necessity of first echelon maintenance is pointed out by Lieutenant Alvin Taylor, Jr., of Fayetteville, is shown determining the position of his aircraft by using radar during a navigational training mission at Harlingen Air Force Base. Radar, one of the prime means of navigation used by the new high-speed jet aircraft of the United States Air Force.

Prominent Physicist To Appear Here

A prominent physicist, Dr. Louis R. Maxwell, will visit A&T's campus Thursday, February 17. The program of visiting scientist is sponsored jointly by the American Institute of Physics Teachers and the National Science Foundation.

Dr. Maxwell will visit Dudely High, Wednesday.

Dr. Maxwell, who received his B.S. in arts degree at Cornell College (Iowa), and his Ph.D at the University of Minnesota in 1927, has served as graduate assistant at Minnesota University, associate physicist at the National Research Division, Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, a physicist in Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering, and as a physicist in the U.S. Navy Department.

Dr. Maxwell has served also as a national research fellow at the Bartol Research Foundation.

He has held the position of chief of the Solid State Division of the Naval Ordinance Laboratory at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, at 7:30 P.M., he will speak at a meeting of faculty members, students and other interested persons in the auditorium of the history, from 2 on, to 4 he will hold a conference session open to any student interested in science, Dr Maxwell will visit Dudely High Wednesday.
The Wreath of Winter

By DORIS PIERCE

Spring weather brought about thoughtfulness as well as breath. The door of the house that made on the street with winter colors was cold. In the early years, Jack Frost as we made our way from the earth, the ground became covered with snow. I wondered what it was thinking about Jack Frost, but now that I am cold, too.

His head is now exposed and Jack Frost stands there, looking at the world. He keeps his rendezvous with the world, in the month of February. He was not a tangible to be touched. His hands seem glued to his sides, but his heart beats fast. He is not a part of the world, but a part of it. He is a part of the world, and a part of the earth.

The Earth

By PEARL S. BUCK

The Good Earth is a powerful epic of the soul and shows many strong characteristics in the life of a Chinese peasant. In China, the people

New Year's Resolutions

By CLEVELAND BLACK

George Waters

"New Year's resolutions are valuable, but old things. They don't last."

Peggy Nolan

"Our resolutions are always made only to be broken; but realtine is a growing old, I will try to keep them alive."

Carl Smith

"As long as I live, I will remember the last New Year's resolution."

Martha Holmes

"All of my resolutions are concerned, to think more before dying."

Holly Lyns

"The last New Year's resolution."

Gordon Alston

"To be everything depends on God and to work as though everything depends on me."

Thomas Huyett

"To have no debts."

B. R. Sando

"To live and let live."

Ann Wilkins

"To do all the little things that go to make a person better."

Manuel Cooper

"I will return the hat of Jack Frost."

"To study hard and do my very best."

"To be more active in all organizations."

"To turn over a new leaf and try to get all my classmate's views."

"To be good to everyone."

A passing face, a slip on one's part."

He was not a part of the world, but a part of it. He is a part of the world, and a part of the earth.

The Earth

By WILLIAM H. CHAPMAN

During the movement, Dr. King did not stop speaking. He was here — to say to the people who have mistrusted us so long, we are here — to say to all those who have been oppressed, we are here — to say everyone is a jazz lover. All people do not have identical needs. A person may like the music of one's need for a certain style. It may not imply in any way that the individual is not a jazz lover. All people like MJQ. It is not to be said, but only to the campus he has attended. His head is now exposed and Jack Frost stands there, looking at the world. He keeps his rendezvous with the world, in the month of February. He was not a tangible to be touched. His hands seem glued to his sides, but his heart beats fast. He is not a part of the world, but a part of it. He is a part of the world, and a part of the earth.
A&T College Police Get New Motor Equipment

A&T College Police, under the direction of Captain R. L. Burat, has recently received a new motor equipment, including an automobile and other emergency tools like "pull-out" kit and other necessary equipment.

A&T College Scholarship Examinations To Be Administered at 27 Centers

The testing program, sponsored by Dr. F. A. Williams, will be administered at 27 centers in late February. Potential students are to be administered at these centers in late February.

The testing program, sponsored by Dr. F. A. Williams, will be administered at 27 centers in late February. Potential students are to be administered at these centers in late February.

Life's Looking Glass

To some downcast along the way,
Did you ever let up that you were sad?
And didn't the sun come shining out
And chase your cares away?
The sun, the moon, the stars, and more,
All shining out to show you how fine it is to be.

To my knowledge, we have had
fewer disciplinary cases than during
the same period last year.
This is indicative of the mature behavior of the majority of students, both male and female. We ask every student to keep himself out of the habit of breaking rules just for fun.

I feel the student body is more mature now than it was at this time last year.

The school is open from 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. every day except Saturdays. A special open house will be held on Saturday, February 26, from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Trainees Get Practical Work

The council is happy to represent the student body, and we hope this year will be worthy of a place in your memories throughout your lives.
Dairymen To Attend Short Course Here

Nearly 100 dairy farmers from North Carolina are ex-pected to attend the 11th annual Dairy Short Course here at A&T, February 5-7.

The four day meet will feature lectures and demonstrations on dairying and milk sanitation from leading experts in the field. Included among the speakers will be Dr. John W. Stewart, extension dairy specialist at A&T; A. B. Henson, of the Carolina Milk Producers Association; and Dr. W. L. Kennedy, chairman, dairy department of Animal Indus-tries, North Carolina A & T College.

Local arrangements for the meet are under the direction of George W. Hunter, professor of Chemistry at A & T, and chairman of the Southeastern Regional of the Kappa Chi.

Gamma Pi Prexy Attends Chicago Convention

During the Christmas holidays, Estherline Smith, of Nokomis, New York, sophomore in the home economics major, was in Chicago attending the national convention of Gamma Pi Epsilon, a national business education fraternity for those students who are outstanding in the business fields.

Mrs. Smith attended the convention in Chicago to represent her chapter at the convention.

While in Chicago, she also attended the Chicago Public Schools Teachers' Convention, where she met many accomplished leaders in the field of food and nutrition and heard the speakers on the program.

Mrs. Smith expresses her thanks to her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James E. Smith, and to Professors Winston, Jones, and Wynn, dairy specialist, A & T College Extension Service.

Fashions For 1959

Barbara Berts

Q. What is the single most important fashion change for 1959?

A. The renewal of the natural waistline. There will be many easy-to-wear clothes around, but the key element is the fitting curve. Remember, get ready for big, wide looks.

Q. What are the three most important fashion colors for 1959?

A. COFFEE -- a well-creamed brown with a tan-tone; NAVY -- a dark blue that looks like an olive seen through a dry tulip; PEACH -- the color of strawberry ice cream.

Q. What will men say about the fashion for 1959?

A. Heaven only knows! We think they will wallow in the comeback of the 1920s, the 1930s, and the future looks bright.

DO WE LIKE THIS HAPPEN TO YOU?

Come on, you! Shave that sideburn, kid! Get rid of those pimply cheeks! Stop that mustache! Some day we'll know you!'

Two things you should know:

1. You'll sell more cream in a gallon when it has a value color.

2. You'll get more cream in a gallon when it has a value color.

Get WILDRIGHT CREAM-OIL Char!
Sporting About With Eddie

Moore's Gym, CIAA Grave Yard

BY EDWARD PITT

Sports Editor

Oftimes we hear players and coaches say that they like to play on a certain court or field, but how many CIAA coaches like to play on a certain court or field? Perhaps, but how many of them know that their teams on the Moore Gymnasium court? Well, I won't try to answer that question for you, but I will make you aware of the statistics. In the last three years the A&T Aggies basketball squad has won 28 ball games in our gym while losing only one. That one loss came in 1957 when the North Carolina Eagles, who at that time had Sum Jones, Chip Sliegh, and a few other sharpshooters, accomplished the feat. Since that cold day in February our basketball powers of the conference have been unable to find the gym a good solution to that problem. They just don't know how to lose in Moore Gym.

A&T Whips Virginia State 66-57

For Sixth Conference Victory

The "Bulldogs" of A&T added another victory to their string by defeating the Trojans of Virginia State College 66-57. Taking an early lead, the Aggies ran the margin to 20 points late in the first half. The trick passing and outside shooting of Joe Howell, the inside shooting of Herb Gray, and the strong rebounding of Charlie Harrison were the outstanding shooting factors in the range. The half ended with the "Blue and Gold" leading 36-21. The Trojans came to life in the second half. Clyde Bonds, Daniel Davis, and William Pleasants found the range and led in an all out effort to catch up. The Virginians did succeed in closing the gap and at one point trailed by only 6 points, 46-40, with about 8 minutes left in the game. It was at this point that the Aggies came back to stop the dive and wrapped up the game at 66-42.

Howard, with 20 points, was the leading scorer. He was closely followed by Gray with 19. Clyde Bonds took the scoring honors for the losers with 17 points.

A&T Takes St. Augustine's 75-65

The A&T Aggies won their eighth straight conference victory by disposing the Falcons of Saint Augustine's College 75-65.
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**January 31, 1959**

**With Top Scorers On Bench**

**A&T Loses In Holiday Tournament To Winston-Salem Teachers College**

A&T College, CIAA Champions, lost their second game of the year and their first to a CIAA opponent as the Rams of Winston-Salem Teachers Co. outscored the Aggies 83-73 in the first contest between the teams this season.

An outburst of scoring in its first half by Joe Howell, Al Attles, Vince Miller and the outstanding rebounding of Charlie Harrison were the key features in the mid-season battle.

Howard, who is currently leading the CIAA in field goal percentage and scored 16 of his 15 attempts from the floor while "Bill" Christenson, currently leading the CIAA and NCAA in the rebound department cleared the boards for 24. Attles who has been injured and hasn't seen too much action lately turned himself into the first half as the Aggies completely overpowered the Pirates. Miller made his contribution late in the first period on his way jump shot from the outside. The half time score had the "Champ" leading 42-32.

The second half was entirely different. A lot of bad passes and violations of every nature somewhat stalled the Aggies. The "Bulls" scored only 36 points as compared to 40 by the Pirates. But even so the lead that had been built up in the first half proved to be enough to rack up the 10th straight conference victory for the Aggies.

Joe Howell, who was selected by the Sports Staff of the Greensboro Daily News as the "Athlete of the Week" on January 27, this marked the second time an Aggie has received this honor. The first was Arthur Smith, who in 1952 won the CIAA Heavyweight Championship.

Joe, the little man on the high flying Aggie Squad, has shown his versatility in more ways than one as he led his team to one championship, and now eyes another.

**Greensboro Daily News Picks Joe Howell As “Athlete Of The Week”**
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